
 

A warm welcome to our Hotel Adler 

Here you will find important information about our establishment, tips for your stay, and all 
relevant safety details. For detailed inquiries, our reception staff is at your service. 

First things first:  

Reception Phone: +43 5583 4264  
Our reception may not be continuously staffed, but we are reachable by phone at any time for 
urgent matters.  
If your inquiry can wait, you can email us at info@hoteladler.at. 

Emergency numbers:  

• Medical emergencies: 144  
• Police: 133  
• Fire department: 122  
• Health hotline for medical questions 24/7: 1450  
• Local doctor/pharmacy, Dr. Wüstner Schoppernau: www.dr-wuestner.at  
• Summer only: Dr. Beiser Lech: www.alpinikum.eu with pharmacy  
• Summer only: Dr. Muxel Lech: www.lechdoktor.at with pharmacy  
• Dentist Mellau: www.dr-kuntzer.at  
• Pharmacy Bezau: www.katharinenapotheke.at 

Our hotel is equipped with a modern fire alarm system and emergency lighting. In case of a fire, a 
loud siren will sound. Please evacuate the building promptly, and the meeting point is in the parking 
lot in front of the hotel. 
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Restaurant hours:  

• Breakfast buffet from 07:30 to 10:00 (winter: extended until 11:00 for late risers)  
• Dinner as part of half-board in winter starts between 18:30 and 20:00, drinks until 23:00 
   In winter, there is no a la carte dinner option. 
• Our Bistro is open daily from 14:00 to 17:00 in winter 
   and from 15:00 to 22:00 in summer, with the kitchen closing at 20:30. In summer the Bistro is 
closed every Wednesday. 

Wellness and sauna area:  

Winter hours: daily from 11:00 to 21:00  
 
Summer hours: daily from 15:00 to 19:30  
 
In your room, you will find 2 sauna towels for adults and 1 sauna towel per child in the bath bag. 
Please deposit used towels in the wellness area; you'll receive new ones daily. Bathrobes are 
available for a one-time fee of Euro 8;- for the entire stay. No bath slippers are provided in the rooms 
to avoid waste; you can purchase them at the reception for Euro 2;- with a lifetime guarantee. 

Our wellness area is TEXTILE-FREE.  
Children can use the wellness area until 17:00, even in swimwear. 

Check-in:  

• Check-in is possible from 16:00. If your room or apartment is ready earlier, early check-in is 
available at no additional cost. For arrivals after 20:00, please inform us in advance. If arriving late at 
night, we'll leave your room key at the reception.  
• You can park your car in the garage on the day of arrival before checking in. 

Key card:  

• Each guest, including older children, receives a key card for the room/apartment. This key also 
works at the reader at the hotel entrance door, ski room/apartment wing, wellness area, and fitness 
room. Always carry the card to access the hotel and your room, and remember to return it at the 
reception upon departure. 

Check-out:  

• On the departure day, please vacate the room/apartment by 11:00. If the room will not be 
occupied the same day, a later check-out is possible for an extra charge of Euro 30;- per person. This 
includes using the wellness area on the departure day with 2 sauna towels. You can park your car for 
free in the garage all day. 

Payment:  

• Payment can be made in cash, with Visa/Mastercard, or EC/debit card on the departure day or 
preferably the evening before. You can also transfer an amount to our account  
(IBAN: AT56 3744 9000 0101 3804) in advance, ensuring it is credited on the departure day. 



 

Garage:  

• Your vehicle can park for free in our garage. On the arrival and departure days, you can leave it 
there all day and enjoy your holiday. We have 2 garages with open parking spaces, one opposite the 
hotel entrance, and the second at the entrance to the neighboring house. Please park to allow the 
neighbor to enter the space. 

Electric charging station:  

• You can charge your electric vehicle with us. The charging station is on the north side of the hotel. 
Please inform the reception to activate the station. The cost is 55 cents per KW, and the box charges 
up to 12 KW per hour. Reservations are not possible—first come, first served. 

 
 

  



From A to Z 
Abendessen/Dinner  

In winter, we offer our set menu for dinner as part of the half-board package. Soup, 

appetizers, and salads from the buffet, a choice of 3 main courses (one vegetarian), dessert, 

and a cheese buffet. Our chef Marcus is known for accommodating dietary restrictions; feel 

free to approach him or his deputy directly. Vegan options are available at the buffet, main 

courses, and desserts, allowing you to customize your selections. Unfortunately, we cannot 

prepare a completely vegan menu separately. 

To ensure proper preparation of the dinner menu, please indicate your choice of main course 

on the menu plan the evening before. If you haven't booked dinner, you can decide to 

participate the day before. Menu suggestions and prices are available in the restaurant. À la 

carte dining is not available in the evening. 

Dinner starts from 18:30 to 20:00, with drinks until 23:00 

In summer, we do not offer half-board. Our Adler Bistro is open daily, except Wednesdays, 

from 15:00 to 22:00. Dinner is served until 20:30. 

Arrival  

By car, you can reach us via Bregenzerwald or Lechtal, and in summer, also from Arlberg via 

Lech to Warth. The Lech-Warth route is usually closed in winter. 

Our nearest major train station is Dornbirn. There is a direct bus connection from the station 

to the hotel, line 850, or from Schoppernau, line 852. The travel time is approximately 1 hour 

and 40 minutes. 

The nearest airports are: Friedrichshafen, Memmingen, Zurich, or Munich. We recommend 

booking a rental car for the journey to the hotel. Alternatively, we can also organize a taxi for 

you. 

Arzt/Emergency Medical Services  

• Medical emergencies: 144  

• Health hotline for medical questions 24/7: 1450  

• Local doctor/pharmacy, Dr. Wüstner Schoppernau: www.dr-wuestner.at  

• Summer only: Dr. Beiser Lech: www.alpinikum.eu with pharmacy  

• Summer only: Dr. Muxel Lech: www.lechdoktor.at with pharmacy  

• Dentist in Mellau: www.dr-kuntzer.at  

Apotheke/Pharmacy  

Our local doctors in Schoppernau, Au, and Lech each have an attached pharmacy. You can 

obtain your medications even without visiting the doctor during the practice's opening hours. 

The nearest "regular" pharmacy is www.katharinenapotheke.at in Bezau. 
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Allergies/Extra Pillows  

The hotel is located at an altitude of 1675m. Allergy sufferers often feel comfortable at this 

altitude, as most pollen seems to be at lower elevations. If needed, we have special pillows 

and duvets. Simply inform the reception, and we will replace them for you. We are also happy 

to provide additional blankets and pillows. 

Bath Towels/Sauna Towels  

Every day, tons of towels are unnecessarily washed worldwide. To protect the environment 

and save costs, we also try to be mindful at Adler. Towels in the bathtub/shower indicate 

"Please change/wash," while towels on hooks/towel warmers mean "I will use it again." If you 

want us to replace the sauna towels, toss them in the basket by the exit of the wellness area. If 

you wish to reuse them, simply hang them up. 

Bank/ATM  

In the center of Warth, there is a branch of Raiffeisenbank Lech. An ATM is also available 

there. www.lechbank.at 

Bergbahnen - Cable Cars  

In winter, all cable cars are in operation, but weather conditions may lead to closures. In 

summer, the Steffisalp cable car in Warth is operational and free to use with the Warth-

Sommer-Karte. 

Bergführer - Mountain Guides/Hiking Guides  

We love the mountains, so at Adler, you'll find three hiking guides/mountain guides. In 

winter, we organize snowshoe hikes, ski tours, cross-country skiing taster courses, and snow 

and avalanche awareness camps for our guests. In summer, you can join us for guided hikes 

and herbal walks. Participation in these events is free for hotel guests. Inquire at the reception 

for more information. 

Bistro  

Our Adler Bistro is open daily in summer from 15:00 to 22:00, with the kitchen closing at 

20:30. Wednesdays are the only day it is closed. In winter, we serve à la carte dishes from 

14:00 to 17:00, and the dinner with our set menu for half-board guests starts at 18:30. If you 

haven't booked a meal plan, you can sign up for the evening set menu the day before. 

Bread Orders  

If you haven't booked breakfast but would like to order fresh bread, fill out the order form and 

submit it to the reception or restaurant by 17:00 the day before. 

Books/Library/Collection of Alpine Club Yearbooks 

http://www.lechbank.at/


In the wellness area, you'll find various books that you can borrow or take home to finish 

reading. You can also leave your read books there if you'd like to make them available to 

other guests. In the restaurant area, we have a continuous collection of Alpine Club yearbooks 

since 1887. Feel free to borrow these treasures; just ask the restaurant staff. 

Einkauf/Shopping  

Our small community of Warth, with 180 inhabitants, may not be at the top of the list for big 

shopping experiences. You'll find Sparmarkt Knittel, Sport Jug three times, Sportraum Warth, 

Wäldermetzge, Alte Sennerei, and NEW, the cultural space "Stuba Lädele" behind the Warth 

church, with various regional products in an ancient Walser house from the 17th century with 

historical backgrounds and insights into the world of our three Olympic medalists Wiltrud 

Drexel, Hubert Strolz, and his son Johannes Strolz. 

Fahrrad/Bicycle/Mountain Bike/E-Bike/Bike and Hike  
 

Exciting mountain bike trails start right in front of the hotel. You can get tips and maps at the 

reception. If you don't have your own bike, you can rent an e-mountain bike from us. The price for a 

full day is Euro 40,- and half a day (up to 3 hours) is Euro 25,-. Helmet, lock, and backpack are 

included. Bike and hike are becoming increasingly popular. Ride your e-bike to the mountain and then 

climb to the summit on foot. Less effort, more experience. We recommend the following mountains: 

Mohnenfluh, Juppenspitze, Üntschenspitze, Hochkünzelspitze, Rote Wand, Roggalspitze. 

Fitness 

In the basement of the apartment building, there is a modern fitness area with strength and 

endurance equipment. It is open daily from 07:30 to 22:00, and you can access it with your key card. 

Children are allowed to use it only for training purposes and only when accompanied by and under 

the supervision of their parents. 

Frühstück/Breakfast  

Daily breakfast buffet in winter from 07:30 to 10:00, with a smaller late riser breakfast until 11:00. 

In summer, breakfast buffet from 07:30 to 10:00. 

Friseur/Hairdresser  
We recommend the Strolz hairdresser in Schoppernau. Tel: +43 5515 2480 

Lost and Found  

All items left or lost at our hotel are collected in a box. Please report immediately if you have 

forgotten something. If you have lost something outside the hotel, contact the municipality or, in the 

ski area, the respective lift cashier. We are happy to assist you. 

Guest Card/Warth-Summer-Card  

In summer, you receive the Warth-Summer-Card for stays of one night or more. With this card, you 

can use the buses from Schröcken - Warth - Lech - Zürs and Zug for free, and even travel to 

Elbigenalp. The Steffisalp cable car in Warth is also free with this card. In winter, bus travel is free, and 

you don't need a guest card for it. The road to Lech is usually closed in winter, so buses do not 

operate there. 



Geschichte/History  

Brief history in a nutshell: Around 1500, the Walser settled in Hochkrumbach. In its heyday, there 

were 11 households, 52 inhabitants, a priest with a church (Simmelkapelle), and an inn, the 

"Gasthaus Adler." About 200 years ago, Hochkrumbach was incorporated into Warth as it was hardly 

inhabited anymore. Around 1910, the Adler burned down. The Strolz extended family bought the 

ruins and built a charming mountain inn. Erich Strolz took over this establishment, and thus, 

Hochkrumbach, at least the Adler, was inhabited year-round again. Major expansions occurred in 

1958, 1972, and 1987. In 1992, private and staff apartments were built, in 1998, the apartment 

building, in 2002, the garage facility, and in 2011, the new wellness area. Markus Strolz, son of Erich 

Strolz, managed the business from 1987 to 2023. From December 2023, his nephew Patrik Marinelli 

is the "boss." 

The ”Adler” in the 1950ies. 

 

Golf  

In Lech, towards Zug, there is a 9-hole golf course with a magnificent mountain panorama. 

www.golf-arlberg.at 

Gift Vouchers  

Looking for a gift? We are happy to issue a voucher according to your wishes. The easiest way is with 

a fixed amount. This amount remains valid. If you want to give away individual nights, especially in 

winter, it can be challenging as we often cannot offer single nights. In summer, this is usually not a 

problem. 

Hygiene Items  

Forgot your toothbrush or need other hygiene items? Simply contact the reception. 

http://www.golf-arlberg.at/


Hunde/Dogs  
Dogs are allowed. Depending on the room/apartment/stay, we charge an additional fee. We do not 

provide dog food. If you want to bring your dog to the restaurant, we have reserved special places for 

you. You'll find "dog bags" in front of the hotel and in the ski room. Please use them in both summer 

and winter, and dispose of them in the bins. Dog owners will receive an information sheet upon 

arrival. Wearing a muzzle is mandatory in public transportation. 

Husky Tours  

Marc von Landeghem organizes husky tours for young and old around Lake Kalbelesee and Lake 

Simmel. A special experience for all ages. www.huskytouren.at 

Internet/WLAN  

Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the hotel. The password is: Hoteladler8 

Kinder/Children  

Even here, children may not do everything, but often a bit more than elsewhere. We offer a play area 

in the basement for children and teenagers, with table football, table tennis, a WII console, billiards, 

and other games. These areas are open at all times and freely accessible. In the restaurant area, you'll 

find various games for the whole family. Children are allowed in the sauna area until 17:00. They can 

also use the fitness area, but only under the supervision of parents.  

Winter Activities for Children: In winter, children can borrow sleds and shovels from the ski room for 

outdoor activities. Please make sure to return them. 

Kirche/Church/Chapel/Mass Messes are held at the Catholic Church of Warth. Information 

can be found here: www.gemeinde-warth.at/gottesdienstordnung. On the Simmel, above the hotel, 

you will find the Simmel Chapel. It can be reached on foot in 10 minutes. The entrance door is open 

in summer. 

Kleidung/Clothing 
All guests feel comfortable in our establishment with sporty-elegant clothing. Even though it is very 

cozy, we kindly ask all guests to wear shoes in public areas. This is also necessary for safety reasons. 

Klettern/Climbing/Climbing Wall On the east side of the apartments, we have installed a 

13m high climbing wall. If you have the necessary climbing experience and bring your own 

equipment, you can use the climbing wall at any time. In winter, it is limited due to snow conditions. 

In summer, our mountain guide Markus organizes weekly introductory climbing courses for all 

interested parties. More information is available at the reception. 

Langlauf/Cross country and winter hiking trails  
 

The cross-country skiing trails and winter hiking trails start in front of the hotel and lead towards 

Jägeralpe, around Lake Simmel, around Lake Kalbelesee, and to Lake Körbersee (difficult). You can get 

cross-country skiing equipment at Sport Jug at the Salober valley station. In winter, our mountain 

guide and ski instructor Markus organizes a free cross-country skiing taster course every week. You 

only need to rent the equipment yourself. Winter hiking trails are groomed and marked. Please note 

any closures due to avalanche danger. You can get an overview map for the cross-country skiing trails 

and winter hiking trails at the reception. 

http://www.huskytouren.at/
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.gemeinde-warth.at/gottesdienstordnung


 

Lawinen/Avalanche Danger  

The Arlberg region is known for massive amounts of snow. On some days, a meter of new snow can 

fall. Great for winter sports enthusiasts, but unfortunately, avalanche danger increases on such days. 

Please strictly follow closures of slopes, cross-country skiing trails, winter hiking trails, or roads. If you 

venture off these organized paths into open terrain for skiing or snowshoeing, make sure you have 

the necessary knowledge and safety equipment and know how to use it. You can find the avalanche 

report on www.lawine.at. In winter, our mountain guide Markus organizes a weekly avalanche safety 

training for interested guests. Information is available at our reception. 

Lunchpaket/Packed Lunch  
Do you want to start your departure very early, even before breakfast? Upon request, we offer you a 

packed lunch instead of breakfast. Just inform the reception or restaurant. The billing should be done 

in the evening in this case. 

Massage/Massage Bed  

In the wellness area, towards the back left, there is an overwater massage bed. A massage takes 

about 20 minutes and costs Euro 13,-. We offer you 5 massages in a package for Euro 55,-. You can get 

the chip card at the reception. The fee will be charged to your room account. For the chip card, we 

charge a deposit of Euro 10,-. Please remember to return this card. 

Unfortunately, we do not offer manual massages at the hotel anymore due to a lack of the necessary 

professional. If you want to take a massage outside, we will gladly arrange an appointment for you. 

Please contact the reception. 

Öffis/Public Transportation  

http://www.lawine.at/


The bus stop is at the main road: turn left for trips towards Schröcken – Bregenzerwald or right 

towards Warth and further into the Lechtal, and in summer also towards Lech. Schedules and 

information are available at www.vmobil.at. The stop is "Gasthaus Adler Hochkrumbach." 

Outdoor Experiences  

In summer, there are several outdoor providers offering various activities such as canyoning, rafting, 

high ropes courses, climbing, etc., suitable for both adults and children. 

www.holzschopf.com 

www.abenteuerpark.net 

www.alpinschulewidderstein.com 

Parking/Snow Removal  

We recommend our guests to park all vehicles in the garage, especially in winter, to facilitate snow 

removal. Please avoid leaving your vehicle outdoors for an extended period. The hotel is not liable for 

parking damages (even in the garage) or damages due to snow pressure, ice, or other weather 

influences. 

Police 

Located in the Warth community center. Phone: +43 591338136 In emergencies, dial: 133 

Post  

You can drop off letters and packages at our hotel or have them delivered to our address: Hotel Adler, 

Hochkrumbach 8, 6767 Warth. 

Repairs 

If you discover a faulty item in your room or elsewhere in the hotel, please inform the reception, and 

we will try to resolve the issue as quickly as possible. If you notice anything else that can be 

improved, please let us know. 

Restaurant Bills 

You can conveniently charge all consumptions to your room bill. No signature is required. In winter, 

we place the receipt on your breakfast table. If anything is incorrect, please contact the restaurant or 

reception. In summer, you have free choice of seating for breakfast, so print the restaurant receipt as 

you leave. 

Reception  

Our reception is usually staffed during the day. If not, please contact restaurant staff. In urgent cases, 

you can reach a staff member by phone at +43 5583 4264 at any time. 

Rodeln/Sledding  

You can borrow sleds from the ski room and enjoy a descent from the Simmel Chapel along the hiking 

trail. Please be considerate of hikers and supervise your children. There are two official sledging 

routes in Warth, accessible by the Dorfbahn or in the forest towards Steeg. Information is available at 

the reception or www.warth-schroecken.at. 

http://www.vmobil.at/
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Safe/Valuables  

Each hotel room/apartment has a safe. We recommend using it for storing valuables. The safe's 

contents are insured up to Euro 3000,-. We cannot be held liable for valuables exceeding this amount. 

Snowshoes  

We rent snowshoes for Euro 6,- per day. Consult with our guides Patrik and Markus for tours and 

safety tips. Snowshoe rental may be restricted at avalanche warning level 3, and it's unavailable at 

level 4 or higher due to safety reasons. 

Swimming Pool  

The nearest public indoor pool is Aquanova in Steeg www.aquanova.at In summer, we recommend 

Waldschwimmbad Lech or the pool in Schoppernau. For those who prefer natural settings, Körbersee 

or Kalbelesee are great options. 

Ski Depot/Ski Room/Boot Heating  

Our new ski storage has numbered spaces for each room/apartment to prevent mix-ups. Please 

adhere to the numbering. Boot warmers are heated daily. Wet clothing dries best on these heated 

hooks. 

Ski Area  

The Adler is in the heart of the Warth-Schröcken ski area. Ski directly from the hotel to the 

Jägeralpbahn valley station and return from the Saloberkopfbahn valley station. Take the Körblift and 

push back to the hotel ore use the free buses from any lift station back to the hotel. 

If you continue towards Lech and Zürs, please don't forget that the Auenfeldjet connection lift closes 

at 4:00 PM. If you don't reach it in time, getting back to the Adler by taxi will be a long and expensive 

journey. 

Ski Tickets  

Most ski tickets are available at our reception. The easiest and recommended option for proficient 

skiers is the large Arlberg ski pass. This pass allows you to use all lifts in Warth-Schröcken-Lech-Zürs-

Stuben-St. Anton. www.skiarlberg.at 

If you prefer a more leisurely pace or only want to ski for a few hours, we recommend the Warth-

Schröcken ticket, covering 16 lifts in the vicinity. The ticket becomes cheaper every half hour starting 

from 11:00 AM. This allows you to enjoy a few more hours on the slopes in the afternoon.  

www.warth-schroecken.at 

The third option is the 3-Valley Pass, covering the Bregenzerwald, Großes Walsertal, and Lechtal. 

While it may be a bit cumbersome to travel by car or bus to other ski areas in the valleys, this pass is 

the more economical choice if you plan to ski exclusively in Warth-Schröcken for the entire week. 

Additionally, if you decide to take a trip towards Lech, you can purchase a discounted additional ticket 

for the Arlberg. 

 

 

http://www.aquanova.at/
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Ski Schools  

The Salober Ski School at the Saloberkopf valley station offers a VIP service for children from the 

hotel. Early registration is recommended. Other ski schools in Warth include www.skischule-

warth.com and www.arlberg-snowsports.at. 

Ski Tours  

Various ski tour options are available for powder or firn. Our ski tour guide Markus offers weekly 

introductory tours and safety training. Participation is free, and equipment can be rented at Sport Jug. 

Spielbereich/Play Area/Playground  

The basement has a game area with table football, table tennis, billiards, Wii, and other games. The 

winter outdoor area in front of the hotel offers extensive opportunities for snow activities. 

Sports Shops  

Sport-Jug at the Jägeralpbahn, Saloberkopfbahn, and Steffisalpbahn valley stations has a sports shop 

https://www.sport-jug.at. Another option in Warth and Schröcken is www.sporttraum.at. 

Both sport shops offer an online-reservation-system. 

 

Tankstelle/Gas Station/E-Charging  

The nearest gas station is in Au, Bregenzerwald, 18km away. In Lechtal, there's one in Stockach 

(22km), and in summer, there's also one at the outskirts of Lech.  

Electric cars can be charged at the hotel with a capacity of up to 12 kW for 55 Cent per KWH. 

Taxi  

The Hotel Wartherhof operates a taxi service until 10:00 PM. Tel: +43 5583 3504. Shuttle assistance 

for arrivals or departures from/to the train station or airport is available upon booking. 

Trinkwasser/Water/Restaurant Water:  

From every tap in the hotel, you have access to drinking water from our own Widderstein spring. This 

water is transported into the house through the municipal water network of Warth without any 

additives, and the associated costs are not excessively high. However, if you choose to consume our 

drinking water in the restaurant, whether with or without soda, it involves many steps and the effort 

is comparable to that for flavored beverages. 

It is pleasing to note that sugary drinks are on the decline, and our guests are increasingly opting for 

healthy water. To ensure that our restaurant operates cost-effectively, there is a charge for our 

precious water. However, for wine enthusiasts, a complimentary bottle of water is provided with each 

bottle of wine. 

Tourist Office Warth/Schröcken  

Located in the center of Warth. Find more information on the website: www.warth-schroecken.at. 

Tipping  

https://chat.openai.com/c/www.skischule-warth.com
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.skischule-warth.com
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.arlberg-snowsports.at
https://www.sport-jug.at/
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.sporttraum.at
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.warth-schroecken.at


... is treated differently worldwide. In Austria, gratuities are not included in the prices. If you were 

satisfied with our services, our staff would appreciate a tip. You can give a tip directly to each staff 

member. Alternatively, if you prefer that all hotel employees share a portion of your tip, you can 

deposit it at the reception, and it will be distributed equitably among all employees. This way, even 

the hardworking behind-the-scenes helpers receive their share. 

TV 

Available in each hotel room and apartment. Check the TV program overview at www.tele.at. 

Umwelt/Environment  

The location of our hotel is exceptional—isolated in the midst of nature, surrounded by towering 

mountains, directly on the mountain pass at an elevation of 1675 meters. Our mountain meadows 

with their variety of flowers and herbs are unique. The indigenous residents, including ibexes, 

marmots, eagles, foxes, and all the other magnificent creatures of our mountain world, deserve 

protection. Please observe relevant guidelines and prohibitions in both winter and summer. 

We've converted our heating system from oil to pellets, and additionally, there is a 70m2 solar 

installation in the apartment area. A photovoltaic system is in the planning stages; the challenge lies 

in the abundance of snow in winter. Wastewater flows into the wastewater treatment plant 5 km 

away in Warth, and we source our drinking water from springs beneath the Widderstein. 

We prioritize short delivery routes for our groceries, focus on regional and fair-trade products. We 

believe that our guests should not dispose of waste in nature but should instead separate it as 

effectively as possible or, even better, avoid it altogether. Contributing to this effort includes the 

sensible reuse of hand and bath towels, avoiding single-use items, and using public transportation 

(who needs a car at Adler). You can make your contribution. Don't forget the regulation of heating in 

rooms and apartments and the potential for saving water and electricity. 

However, amid all these conservation efforts, we want you to feel comfortable at all times in our 

establishment. 

Do you have any good ideas on environmental issues? 

 

Wäsche/Laundry Service  

Traditional laundry services is not provided, but urgent laundry needs can be discussed with the 

reception. 

Wake-Up Call  

Traditional wake-up calls are not offered any more, due to the prevalence of mobile phones. 

Wellness - Sauna Area  

Finnish sauna, stone pine sauna, bio sauna, steam bath, infrared sauna, and a vast relaxation area 

with a fantastic view of the mountain landscape. 

Winter hours: daily from 11:00 am to 9:00 pm  

Summer hours: daily from 3:00 pm to 7:30 pm  

https://chat.openai.com/c/www.tele.at


In your room, you will find 2 sauna towels for adults and 1 sauna towel per child in the bathing bag. 

After using them in the wellness area, you can deposit these towels, and you will receive new ones 

daily. 

You can rent a bathrobe from us for a one-time fee of Euro 8,- for the entire stay. To avoid waste, we 

do not provide bath slippers in the room. You can purchase slippers for Euro 2,- at the reception, and 

they come with a lifetime guarantee. If they break, return them, and we will replace them for free. 

It's best if you bring your bathrobe and slippers from home. This saves both you and us and is good 

for the environment. 

Our wellness area is CLOTHING OPTIONAL. Children are allowed in the wellness area until 5:00 pm, 

even in swimwear.  

In the sauna area, you'll also find a "trust bar." From this refrigerator, you can take drinks and enter 

them in the list with your name and room number. We will charge this to your restaurant/room bill. 

Weather  

For an alternative to weather apps, check the Geosphere Austria weather report at www.zamg.ac.at. 

Reception can also provide weather forecasts, but we will have a look on this website as well… 

Wi-Fi/Internet  

Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the hotel. The password is: Hoteladler8. 

Weekly Program  

Find the weekly program from the hotel, Warth-Schröcken Tourism, and surrounding areas posted at 

the reception or on the Warth-Schröcken website: www.warth-schroecken.at/de/veranstaltungen-

events/wochenprogramm.html. 

Wii Games  

The children and youth play area includes a screen for various Wii sports games. Remote controls are 

available at the restaurant counter, and usage is free with a room card. 

Zeitungen/Newspapers/Magazines  

Printed newspapers are available in the restaurant, as well as a selection of magazines.  

https://chat.openai.com/c/www.zamg.ac.at
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.warth-schroecken.at/de/veranstaltungen-events/wochenprogramm.html
https://chat.openai.com/c/www.warth-schroecken.at/de/veranstaltungen-events/wochenprogramm.html

